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Abstract
The Mississippian Subsystem in southwest Missouri is characterized by exposures of a thick succession of carbonate strata that in
southern Kansas and northern Oklahoma are petroleum reservoirs. The lower Mississippian interval records relative sea-level rise and
deposition over a widespread unconformity that is a Type 2 sequence boundary (SB). Locally, this SB shows angular discordance.
Over most of southwest Missouri, the Lower Mississippian (Kinderhookian Series) Bachelor, Compton, and Northview formations
generally rest unconformably on either the Jefferson City Dolomite in the north or Cotter Dolomite in the south, both of which are
Lower Ordovician (Ibexian Series) peritidal carbonates. In contrast, the Lower Paleozoic succession along Buffalo River in northern
Arkansas includes up to 1,400 ft of strata above the Cotter Dolomite but below the sub-Mississippian unconformity, which is overlain
by the St. Joe and Boone formations. The uplift and erosional truncation of sub-Mississippian strata in Missouri and preservation of
post-Ibexian strata in Arkansas is interpreted as a result of loading and flexure with approach of the Ouachita allochthon on the
southern Laurentian margin.
The Ozark region is cut by numerous northwest-southeast trending transpressional faults that allowed for crustal adjustment of up to 5
km laterally in right-lateral movement and up to several hundred feet vertically. We consider that these faults directly affected
sedimentation during the Late Devonian and Early Mississippian. The succession in the southwestern corner of Missouri in
McDonald, Newton, and Stone counties stands in contrast with other areas of Missouri. Lane and DeKeyser (1980) interpreted this
area as the Mississippian shelf margin. Thin successions, 20-50 ft, of Upper Devonian Chattanooga Shale is preserved below the
Mississippian and above the Cotter Dolomite. The entire Lower and Middle Mississippian succession is thicker, and an accumulation
of amorphous slump blocks along Highway 71 near Jane, Missouri, record somewhat deeper-water deposition during the
Kinderhookian. The Chattnooga Shale is not part of the sub-Mississippian succession near the Buffalo River. Facies of the Cotter
Dolomite in southwest Missouri are comparable to those found elsewhere in Missouri; so deepening and subsequent deposition of the
Chattanooga Shale were relatively abrupt. An alternative explanation to an established shelf margin configuration considers that
flexure, loading, and tectonic subsidence also were associated with vertical fault movements. An alternative explanation for the
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preservation of Upper Devonian strata in southwest Missouri is foundering of the sub-Late-Devonian shelf. Following deposition, the
Late Devonian shelf was exposed and truncated with angular discordance. Above the sub-Mississippian unconformity, strata may have
responded to additional tectonic adjustments resulting in deposition of slumps and seismites. Preservation of a sub-Bachelor
Formation limestone south of the Ten O’Clock Run Fault in the Branson area seemingly was a response to structural adjustment and
development of a shallow intra-shelf basin.
By mid-Mississippian time, the shallow carbonate shelf of southwestern Missouri was struck by a large meteorite, estimated at
approximately 200 m diameter. The Weaubleau structure of southeast St. Clair County is an area of intense to mild deformation that
dies out laterally and with depth. Tight folds, thrust and normal faults, and extensive brecciation characterize the structure. Six breccia
facies are recognized; from lower to higher structural levels these include crystalline basement, dilation, megabreccia block, fracture,
injection, and resurge breccias. Two eccentric circular topographic features outline the central uplift and tectonic rim at the surface.
The eccentricity and laterally directed deformation to the northeast indicates that the impactor came from present-day southwest,
which would have been west during Mississippian time. Conodont fauna from small samples of the resurge breccia have been mixed
upward and include Early Ordovician Ibexian, Late Devonian (from karst fills or reworked elements in the Bachelor Formation),
Kinderhookian, Osagean, and possibly earliest Meramecian elements. An overlying undeformed residual chert block from the Salem
or St. Louis Limestone has yielded a Meramecian trilobite, bracketing the age of the impact as latest Osagean or earliest Meramecian.
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Highlights of the Mississippian Subsystem
• Return to “normal” marine carbonate sedimentation after Late Devonian
• Mississippian “chat” oil production in Kansas and Oklahoma – tripolitic chert
and spiculite reservoirs
• Exposures in four-state area provide surface analogs for subsurface
exploration and production
• New studies by Mazzullo, Boardman, Wilhite, and Woolsey provide
interpretive sequence-stratigraphic models of this interval (here
focus is on a small part of their area of interest)

Emphasis of this Talk
(Part 1)
• Loading and flexure with oblique convergence of Ouachita allochthon
removed strata above the Cotter Dolomite in southern Missouri.
• Active faulting affected deposition prior to and during Lower Mississippian
• Foundering of shelf along crustal-scale fault provided accommodation for
small intrashelf basins (slumps and depocenters along the southern
Missouri-northern Arkansas boundary). (The pre-Bachelor Mississippian
limestone in the Branson Airport road cuts was likely deposited in an
intra-shelf basin setting.)
• More details in 2010 AIPG Missouri Section Annual Meeting Field Trip
Guidebook (Evans et al., 2010)
(Part 2)
• Large meteorite impact in west-Central Missouri (Weaubleau structure) is
latest Osagean or earliest Meramecian in age.
• Weaubleau was an oblique impact in a shallow marine setting.
• Are there buried impacts in subsurface carbonates of southern Kansas or
northern Oklahoma? Weaubleau structure could be an important analog.

Mississippian famous for thickets of crinoids in
Burlington-Keokuk limestones (undivided)

(modified from Lane and Dekeyser, 1980)

Principal locations: 1, Branson Airport road cuts, 2, Jane road cuts, and 3, Osceola exposures
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(Missouri Division of Geology and Land Survey)

Loading and flexure of the southern margin of Laurentia
• Sub-Mississippian unconformity in southwestern Missouri cuts down to
Lower Ordovician Jefferson City Dolomite near Osceola.
• Up to 1,400 ft additional strata preserved in northern Arkansas Ozarks: units
include Cotter Dol., Powell Fm., Everton Fm., St. Peter Ss., Brassfield Fm.,
etc. (Cruz and Evans, 2007a, 2007b).
• Amount removed uncertain due to possible non-deposition, but southern
Missouri was a positive feature.
• Sub-Mississippian unconformity is a Type 2 sequence boundary.

Sequence stratigraphy generalities from
Osceola, Missouri, to Arkansas
• Thesis research (Jackson and Evans, 2009a, 2009b)
• Initial marine flooding with Bachelor Fm. and lower
Compton Ls. (TST and HST)
• Carbonate shelf developed with upper Compton Ls.
and Sedalia Fm. (HST)
• Truncation below Northview Fm. (SB)
• Northview Basin developed as linear east-west
trough, north of Springfield (FSST)
• Hardgrounds in Northview Fm. near Branson
• Marine flooding with Pierson Fm. (TST)
• Pierson Ls. truncated below Reeds Spring. (SB)
• Reeds Spring cut out to north (SB or facies control?)
• Elsey Fm. facies of the Burlington-Keokuk ls. missing
to north (SB?)
• Burlington-Keokuk limestones (HST)
• Short Creek Oölite (SB)
(Evans 2010)

North

South

Cartoon of north-south cross section from Osceola, Missouri into northern
Arkansas; Lower Mississippian units St. Joe and Boone formations exposed in
Arkansas are facies of the Missouri units.
(modified from Jackson, in prep.)

New road cuts at Branson Regional Airport

(Evans et al., 2010)

Pierson Limestone
Northview Formation
SB
Compton Limestone

SB
*Pre-Bachelor Mississippian limestone

SB
Cotter Dol.

*New since presentation — J.F. Miller and I
collected samples from the limestone interval.
James F. Miller (pers. com., March 2011) has noted
that samples contain weathered Ibexian and Late
Devonian conodonts mixed with Kinderhookian forms.

Cotter Dol. Is overlain by enigmatic limestone preserved below Compton Limestone; note
irregular shale and carbonate at base of pre-Bachelor limestone. Why is this unit preserved?

Why does Compton Limestone lapout to north (see page 15)? Why does SB at base of
Northview cut out Compton to north, which presumably is toward the source area?

The Compton thins appreciably to the north. Syn-sedimentary fault movement along the Ten
O’Clock Run Fault may have provided for accommodation and development of an intra-shelf
basin. Understanding the timing of fault movements is crucial.

Oblique view of the Compton shows lapout of limestone and shale facies to northwest.

Kinematic indicators
• Sandstone fills solution-enhanced normal fault in pre-Mississippian strata.
• Slickened sides in sandstone indicates post-Kinderhookian renewal.

Road cut on Hwy 65 near Saddlebrooke, Missouri

Enigmatic sandstone bodies
• Murder Rocks (and Bear Mt.
Rocks about 8 km to
southeast)
• Scale: pinnacle 4 m high
• Site of Alf Bolin ambush and
murder of two Union
soldiers during Civil War
(see Evans, 2010)
• Clean quartzarenite
• Four possible ages but likely
Bachelor Fm.
• No conodonts recovered
• Upper(?) Cotter exposed at
road level about 20 m to
northeast
• Near trace of Ten O’Clock
Run Fault

Mounds in the Compton Limestone
in road cuts near Jane, Missouri
McDonald County

Mounds (slump blocks)
• Several mounds in a few
isolated locations
• Breccias at base
• Homogenous structureless
lime mudstone fabric
• No flank beds
• Sandwiched within onlapping
beds
• Penecontemporaneous
movements with
slickenedsides on one
• Reoriented geopetal
structure in one
• Water-escape structures(?)
occluded by equant
calcite spar at right
• Paleokarst fill and SB (Sal
Mazullo, pers. com., GSA
NC/SC field trip, April 2010)

Mounds (slumps)
• Found above Chattanooga
Shale (above Cotter Dol.)
• Near trace of Pineville Fault
These features are deeper
water than some of the
Compton, but not all that
much deeper.
There are similarities between
the shale and limestone facies
at this locality (Hwy 71) and the
Branson Airport road cuts.

Why was this (SW Missouri) considered to be a shelf margin by Lane and DeKeyser
(1980)?
Why is Chattanooga Shale above the Cotter Dolomite here? Where are the missing
1,400 ft of Cotter-to-Chattanooga strata preserved along the Buffalo River?
The Branson area was exposed and karstified prior to deposition of the Bachelor
Formation. Loading and flexure likely removed post-Cotter strata.
Southwest Missouri was not a deep-water basin during the Early Ordovician nor
likely any time prior to Late Devonian time!
An alternative explanation would suggest that the so-called southwest Missouri
shelf foundered (on a down- dropped block) prior to Chattanooga deposition.
Structural features would have controlled deposition of slump blocks and thicker
successions of carbonates in that area. Mounds show some structural readjustments. Some disrupted beds in the Pierson Limestone and Short Creek
Oölite seem to have been influenced by fault movements or seismic events.
In this scenario, the Chattanooga Shale would have been deposited because of
structural accommodation.

(Cox, 2009) argued faults of the Ozark Mountain region show a component of right-lateral slip

modified from Cox (2009; see Evans, 2010)

Bouguer gravity anomaly map (Evans et al. 2010)

Magnetic anomaly map (Evans et al. 2010)

Faults and Bouguer gravity anomaly map overly (modified from Cox 2009; Evans et al. 2010)

(Krisvarsanyi, 1975) basement structure…not high in SW Missouri continues into NW Arkansas

Cambrian topography across southern Missouri and northwest Arkansas (Kurtz et al. 1975)
shows paleo-high in NW Arkansas

Mississippian tectonism and deposition
• Loading and flexure with oblique convergence with Ouachita allochthon
removed strata above the Cotter Dolomite in southern Missouri.
• Active faulting affected deposition prior to and during Early Mississippian.
• Foundering of shelf along crustal-scale fault provided accommodation for
small intrashelf basins (slumps and depocenters along the southern
Missouri-northern Arkansas boundary) (The pre-Bachelor Mississippian
limestone in the Branson Airport road cuts was likely deposited in an
intra-shelf basin setting.)

Weaubleau structure records a late Osagean or earliest Meramecian impact.

Tectonic rim

Central uplift

Shuttle Radar Topography Mapping (SRTM) data
Evans et al. 2005

Weaubleau is one of a possible series of impacts (not convinced of this). Only
three are impacts.

Weaubleau structure

Missouri DGLS

Digital elevation model (DEM) of swath across southern Missouri.

USGS LiDAR data

Ash Grove Aggregates quarry
Vista 3

Vista 2

Vista 4
Hwy 13
Vista 1
Vista 5

Vista 6
In the southwestern part of the structure, a circular feature that coincides with the outcrop belt of the Weaubleau
Breccia. We have 6 cores (60-320 ft) from the central uplift overall. We have yet to reach the base of the breccia.

MoDOT-SMSU Vista 1 core (TD 252’)

Crystalline basement
breccia facies

We hit brecciated granite at 200 ft, which normally
is at 1,800 ft, indicating 1,600 ft (400 m) uplift.

Fracture breccia facies

Brittle domain

Ductile domain
1.5 miles northeast of the
central uplift in an aggregate quarry, drilling shows
deformation dies out at
about 60 ft. One mile
northeast from there, the
walls of another quarry
are deformed but the base
is an undeformed
décollement surface.

Folded and faulted parautochthonous strata

Mining rubble

Fracture breccia facies

Megabreccia block facies
(Northview Fm. clast)

High walls show highly fractured rock that likely moved as material flow.

Megabreccia block facies
(Burlington ls. clasts)
Megabreccia block facies
(Northview Fm. clast above)

Injection breccia facies

Injection Breccia

Megabreccia and Fracture Breccia

fold axis

Folded and faulted parautochthonous strata

Dilation breccia facies typically found near base of quarry in L.Ordovician dolomite.

Model of the impact processes in the quarry.

Highway 13 road cuts,
southeastern St. Clair County

A Meramecian trilobite pygidium was found in an undeformed large
chert block in residuum above the resurge breccia. It indicates shallow
marine sedimentation resumed after the impact.
Single blocks of this facies have yielded Early Ordovician (Ibexian), Late
Devonian, Kinderhookian, Osagean conodonts. The youngest conodont
is Gnathodus texanus, which is also found in the Meramecian.

Resurge breccia facies was deposited in shallow marine setting (Keokuk time?).

Most of the crinoids have no
adhering sediment or rock…
interpreted as loose sediment
in a shallow marine setting.

cm
Alternating layers of grain-rich and muddy resurge breccia are common. This is the grain-rich variety.

Multiple directions of planar
deformational features in quartz
grain separates (etched from
limestone matrix) in the resurge
facies of the “Weaubleau Breccia”.
Considered diagnostic of impact!

(Morrow and Evans, 2007)

(160 µm field of view, right side)

Cartoon stratigraphic column of deformed Weaubleau Breccia and
associated country rocks.

Cartoon of the impact processes. Weaubleau was an oblique impact that
struck from the present-day southwest, a trajectory off the trend of the
other impact structures…thus, not likely part of a serial impact.

Middle Mississippian Paleogeography

• 38th parallel inclined to invariable plane of the planetary system
• If they were serial, they were not collected by Earth’s rotation
• Richardson and Bottke (1998) argued that the separation is not enough
for tidal distortion and disruption of a rubble-pile meteorite

Weaubleau structure, west-central Missouri
• 12 miles (19 km) diameter; central uplift 4.7 miles (7.6 km) diameter
• Intense to mild deformation, folding, faulting, brecciation, and uplift
• 340 million years old (near Osagean-Meramecian Series boundary)
• Oblique marine impact

